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"Israel will get what she deserves!"
-Satan, on the inevitable punishment of Israel, because of crimes it has committed.

When other places are on fire, stricken by Tsunamis, Earthquakes, impoverishment,
etc, nothing really happens. But now it’s a 6 gorillion fire going on here. And Israel
seeks international help, from the states it plunders and towards those who it has
controlled, desecrated, and flattened with jewish Jew World Order pawn politicians.

Palestine is ethnically cleansed, the White race is dragged to extinction by the jews, a
fire in Israel and oy vey...Terror attack! INSOLENCE TO GOD! Go cover it everywhere
now! Help us worldwide! More Shekels!

In the midst of this witch-hunt the enemy is pulling off, censorship, sanctions and
threats, jewish racism and plans of extermination of the goyim...they start to get
natural results for all their crimes. Let alone the billions of corpses this race has
produced, dead and living.

"When the Messiah Comes, every jew will have 2800 slaves", are some of the things
that are floating around every Israeli brain. If they are challenged, here we go, hate
speech, censorship, and who knows what else?

And this is not fake or vain statement. This is actually admitted in video evidence by
Jewish Rabbis in front of the wailing wall in Israel.

They will of course keep at pushing things, as they know that they are sitting down for
judgment, there is only one way humanity will want them to go...

Of course according to them these are "terror attacks". Soon if Jews get the flu, or slip
and fall down by themselves, it will be a terror attack as well. Then they will point a
finger and the stupid giant enslaved countries will take them down or something.

The enemy has tried to eradicate the RTRs from the internet, as these produce blatant
results. Hell has been let loose, because the RTRs are in many ways also reversing
the crimes of the enemy upon them.



As Wildfires Rage, Israel Suggests Arson and Asks for Foreign Help
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/24/world/middleeast/israel-fires.html

From another news source... Notice how they of course use more kabbalistic, mercy
inciting spells. Notice the 6 right here...

"Every fire caused by arson or incitement to arson is terror and will be treated as such
accordingly," he told reporters in Haifa near the scene of the fires.

More than 60,000 people have been evacuated from their homes in Haifa, its
municipality said, while other fires broke out occurred up near Jerusalem and other
parts of Israel."

There are also many more news articles around.

Israel is on Fire.

Keep up the schedule everyone. We must fight for our freedoms.
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